News Release

VIPAR Heavy Duty Unveils PARTSPHERETM Digital Ecosystem
and First Three Platforms Within Technology Suite
•
•
•

VIPAR Heavy Duty announces PARTSPHERE digital ecosystem at IMPACT Conference
Technology suite launches with three platforms to facilitate order management, product
information management and file sharing
Organization will continue to deliver technology solutions under PARTSPHERE brand to
support its network distributors

Crystal Lake, IL. – (Nov. 5, 2019) – VIPAR Heavy Duty unveiled PARTSPHERETM, their proprietary
digital ecosystem, and the first three platforms within the technology suite at its 2019 IMPACTTM
Conference in San Antonio in October.
The launch of PARTSPHERE represents the next phase of VIPAR Heavy Duty’s long-term strategy
to deliver best-in-class technology and information-related solutions to support the organization’s
network.
“The PARTSPHERE digital ecosystem provides robust technology to position VIPAR Heavy Duty as
a leader within the heavy duty aftermarket,” said Chris Baer, president and CEO, VIPAR Heavy
Duty. “The launch of these three initial platforms within the PARTSPHERE environment delivers
‘True Group Value’ today with technology solutions that will support our distributors, suppliers and
end-user customers for the long-term.”
PARTSPHERE OMS, VIPAR Heavy Duty’s next-generation order management system, facilitates
the electronic transmission of orders between distributors, suppliers and national fleet trading
partners within the VIPAR Heavy Duty network. The new platform delivers increased efficiencies,
enhanced reporting capabilities, improved accuracy and a stable environment for software
expansion and continued growth. Since 1997, VIPAR Heavy Duty has supported its network with
reliable electronic data interchange (EDI) solutions including VECS and v-Enterprise. PARTSPHERE
OMS replaces the network’s existing v-Enterprise system.

“Our continued investment in EDI technology further strengthens the foundation of our overall
technology strategy,” said Andrei Katibnikov, vice president of information technology, VIPAR
Heavy Duty. “PARTSPHERE OMS and its EDI capabilities provide significant opportunities for
enhanced automation, enabling businesses to focus on their operations and how to best serve
their respective customers.”
New digital environments, expanding sales channels and changing customer and staff
demographics magnify the need for enriched product content and a methodology to obtain, manage
and distribute content effectively.
The launch of PARTSPHERE PIM, VIPAR Heavy Duty’s all-new product information management
system, addresses the increasing demand for enhanced, rich product information. The centralized
platform facilitates the storage, management and syndication of product data, specifications,
packaging details and digital assets including images and support documents. Utilizing a web-based
user interface, distributors are able to easily access rich product content sourced from a large
number of heavy duty aftermarket suppliers all within a single resource.
“PARTSPHERE PIM ensures distributors have the information necessary to best represent the
products and brands within our network so end-user customers are fully equipped to select the
appropriate products for their needs,” said Jeff Paul, vice president of marketing, VIPAR Heavy Duty.
“By collaborating with our supplier partners, we are able to leverage economies of scale to execute
at a high level and realize our investments in data as a strategic asset.”
Also launched during the 2019 IMPACT Conference was PARTSPHERE CLOUD, the organization’s
new web-based file sharing platform. Integrated with PARTSPHERE PIM, the application
streamlines interactions with network partners, providing the ability to redistribute data and digital
assets with increased network load distribution capabilities.
For more information on VIPAR Heavy Duty, visit www.vipar.com or email: info@vipar.com.
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About VIPAR Heavy Duty
VIPAR Heavy Duty is North America’s leading network of independent aftermarket truck parts
distributors. VIPAR Heavy Duty distributors serve the needs of their customers from more than 640
locations across the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico. VIPAR Heavy Duty distributors
are specialists who understand the demands of their local, regional, and national customers for
quality parts and exceptional service. VIPAR Heavy Duty also operates two wholly owned
subsidiaries, Global Parts Network, LLC and Power Heavy Duty LLC, as part of the VIPAR Heavy
Duty Family of Companies. VIPAR Heavy Duty is a proud member of NEXUS North America and

NEXUS Automotive International, a worldwide group of parts distributors committed to bringing a
global approach to the automotive and commercial vehicle aftermarket industries. For more
information, visit www.vipar.com.
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